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Connecting
International Talent
with the European
Tech Ecosystem
WonderLeon is the international program focused on attracting
global talent for the European Tech’s ecosystem. The program
federates French and European startups and scaleups
in hypergrowth in order to strengthen their employer brands.

On the 18th of October 2018,
WonderLeon launches
its 1st WonderLeon Awards

MEMBERS of WONDERLEON

WonderLeon.com
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For the past 3 years, WonderLeon has been
federating innovative European companies around
the topic of “talent”. Today, we are creating
the first house branded event spotlighting scaling
stories that evoke diversity, creativity and audacity
of the teams within our startups and scale-ups.
This event also intends on putting forward major
players that act as enablers of our ecosystem:
those who help day to day our startups
and scale-ups to grow. WonderLeon plays its role
by connecting international talent with the European
tech through communication and events like
its first Scaleup JobFair that took place on October
18th in partnership with INSEAD. It’s by uniting
our forces on the common challenge of “talent”,
that we will manage to accelerate the international
growth of our whole ecosystem.

Agnès Cosnier-Loigerot
Global Director of Career Development
Center of INSEAD
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Frédéric Mazzella
Founder & President
of BlaBlaCar & WonderLeon

With INSEAD’s core values including diversity
as a source of learning and enrichment, closeness
to the international business community
and entrepreneurial spirit; the missions of INSEAD
and WonderLeon are strongly aligned.
We believe that one of the most effective ways
to learn is through the exchange of ideas
and experiences and in the role of business
as a force for improving people’s lives.
In this regard, we strongly encourage diverse
and inclusive international work environments.
INSEAD is inspired by this effort to recognize
projects that carry forward the tech ecosystem
across the world and we are proud to be a partner
for the very first edition
of the WonderLeon Awards.

WonderLeon.com

Words from
Ecosystem Enablers
Kat Borlongan, CEO, French Tech Mission
“What we’ve heard time and time again
is that France often ranks as a destination
of interest for international tech talent.
The strength of our ecosystem, our culture
of engineering and craftsmanship, and our overall
quality of life are very real competitive advantages
to the rest of the world. We have not been able
to fully capture the international enthusiasm
of French Tech due to perceived complexities
of settling here and decades old myths
about business in France. That changes now.”

Julie Ranty, Managing Director of VivaTech
“The new Economy beholds enormous potential
for everyone. We need to be creative in building
strong synergies and bridges between companies
of all sizes. Enabling a common energy to move
in the same direction is one of the key factors for
our future role on the international tech scene.”

Agathe Wautier, CEO of The Galion Project
“Entrepreneurs all face international challenges
that are often fixed by knowing the right people
with the relevant experience. Enabling founders
and teams to share their learnings and stories helps
the ecosystem in its development.”

WonderLeon.com
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Scaling

Stories
Highlighting stories and sharing learnings
are key to overcome collective challenges.
The five awarded stories,
directly from the teams behind them.
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Meetic
“Love is Universal,
Dating is Local”
iAdvize
“When Local Initiatives
Inspire HQ Globally”
BlaBlaCar
“From community relation
to community engagement:
our story of BlaBlaHelp in Russia”
Talentsoft
“How to be efficient
in your recruiting process?
Be collaborative!”
SpeachMe
“Onboarding a new team
9000 Kms away”

WonderLeon.com
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What do we do?
At Meetic, we believe in the mix of online and real life experiences:
that is one of the reasons why we launched real life events for singles 5 years ago.
We are now the biggest events organisation company in Europe
with 160 events each month across 15 markets.

Love is Universal
Dating is Local
Beginning of 2018, we decided to gather a multi-national team of marketers
in Paris because video conferences were no longer enough when it comes to
human relations and especially within a dating business.
It took us 6 months to recruit the right talent across all markets,
where we now have representatives from the UK, Germany, Italy, Spain,
Netherlands, France, Denmark, Norway and Sweden..
They are now involved upstream of any given project: for instance
collaborating directly with product teams when it comes to building
the new Meetic Experience.

The Little Stories
Behind the Scaling Story
Launch of services are adapted locally e.g. our latest successful launch,
for young people over 50, which were carried out across 6 markets: “Ourtime”
in the UK, Sweden and in Spain, also named “DisonsDemain” in France
and “Zweisam” in Germany. The launches were supported by the teams
in the Paris head office, composed of native marketers who continuously
integrated local adaptation.
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Key Learnings
& Anecdotes
By having everyone in the same
room, our people work toward
a common goal. Through our
international pool of talent and our
Paris based teams, everyone feels
involved in producing high quality
work across all markets.

The Team
Behind the Move
Many people have been involved in the effort
of bringing marketing experts together.
Here are just a few of the people involved:

Cultural Relevance is Not Lost
as from the very beginning of the
project, marketing experts give their
local insights, avoiding any bias and
loss of time when it comes to the goto-market.
Experts Always Keep on Learning.
Our marketing managers have
the possibility to learn from other
markets. Some market specific
initiatives roll over to other markets
whereas in the first place they should
have remained only local.

Sophie Ak Gazeau
VP European Markets

Christie H. Kristensen
UK PR, Social & Content Manager

Sylvie Oudin
HR Director

WonderLeon.com
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What do we do?
We’re a Conversational Marketing Platform. Connect your customers
or prospects with experts who are passionate about your brand
and are available 24/7!

When Local Initiatives
Inspire HQ Globally
June 2018, iAdvize’s UK team organised
their first “Conversation” Breakfast. The event
gathered leading brands and pioneers across
the Conversational Marketing space to discuss
how the online customer experience can become
truly authentic.
The aim of this event was to build brand
awareness in the UK by positioning iAdvize
as leading the conversation on the disruptive
topic of Conversational Marketing and develop
relationships with key accounts.
Members of the UK team and colleagues based in
the Nantes HQ, joined forces to ensure the success
of this event. Positive feedback from attendees

and speakers, successful meetings during the event
and team enthusiasm all illustrate this.
In addition, the format of this event, designed
to meet UK market needs, convinced iAdvize CEO,
Julien Hervouët that events in other countries
should follow this example. Indeed, during the
event, experts of the ibbü* community spoke
and shared their experience. This persuaded
everyone that experts need to be present at all
iAdvize business events, as their authentic voice
is extremely powerful. Since this event in London,
experts are omnipresent at iAdvize events.
*ibbü is the first pool of on-demand savvy
enthusiasts, paid to share their advice with
online peers. ibbu.com/en/

The Little Stories Behind
the Scaling Story
We knew that it was fundamental in the UK market
to get high quality speakers on board. We built
on our existing network and were delighted to have
speakers from Facebook, WeChat, Vodafone,
Cult Beauty and retail media, Internet Retailing.
In addition to thought leadership from these
speakers, we decided to invite experts from the
ibbü community. ibbü is the first community of
expert enthusiasts who share their tips with other
online consumers and get paid to do so. For this
event, we had an expert from Oui.sncf and IKKS.
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They gave real insight into how ibbü transforms
the customer experience by connecting peers and
providing people with the authentic advice they’re
really looking for.
Overall, we were delighted to have 40 attendees,
excellent feedback from the audience and speakers.
Which also lead to the decision that experts should
always be present at our events as they carry the
ibbü mission in the most authentic way.

WonderLeon.com

Key Learnings
& Anecdotes
• Disruptive content. In an event
saturated market, you have to find
ways to catch people’s attention.
You need to stick out at every stage:
topic, branding, follow up.
With regards to the content,
the feedback from the experts
was clearly the highlight of the day.
• Anticipate a 50% drop out rate.
Indeed, securing attendees in the UK
is a big challenge. We’ve participated
in similar events since as delegates
or speakers and we were surprised
to find out that everyone faces this
challenge. Anticipating that the dropout
rate was going to be high was key
and definitely one of the main learnings.
• Follow-up. The event is only
the beginning. The crucial thing
is what do you do next?
Close, personalised follow up
is key to really opening those doors
to meaningful conversations.

The Team at the Heart
of the Conversation
The UK team was 100% committed to making
the event a success. Sales & marketing joined forces
and members from the marketing team in HQ
also played a key role in supporting the event,
specifically David Planchot, inbound marketer
and Marine Perrette, event manager.
Fran Langham, Head of Marketing UK managed
the whole project, securing the key elements
for the event (venue, speakers, attendees...)
and was supported by Marie Sagarzazu,
Country Manager for the UK.

Fran Langham
Head of Marketing UK

Marine Perrette
Events Manager

• Leverage local teams’ agility:
with strong growth, HQ needs
to implement processes and can
sometimes lose agility; local
teams, being smaller and facing
new challenges, help us innovate
continuously. We see our foreign
offices as sort of “labs”, whether
in the US, the UK, Germany or Spain.
David Planchot
Inbound and Growth
Marketing Manager

WonderLeon.com

Marie Sagarzazu
Country Manager UK
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What do we do?
BlaBlaCar is the world’s leading long distance carpooling service,
connecting drivers with empty seats to people travelling the same way.

From community relation to community engagement:
our story of BlaBlaHelp in Russia
Leveraging Your Community Anywhere
During our high-growth international expansion phase (2009-2016),
we decided to launch BlaBlaCar in Russia in February 2014. Since that time,
we have seen tremendous growth and Russia is today our first market
with 15 million members among our +65 million members we have globally.
In this context, we encountered challenges for our community relations team
as we had to absorb volumes while keeping a close tie to our community.
We also had to keep a manageable size for internal team so that
the team could stay focused on high-value requests.
So we had a solution at hand that we already launched in France and Spain
that we wanted to scale to Russia: BlaBlaHelp, a community based chat.

The Little Stories
Behind the Scaling Story
What is BlaBlaHelp? Our expert members,
our Ambassadors, help our newbie members through
a collaborative chat tool. This solution helps us assist
in real-time our members, reduces “basic” requests
for our internal team, have an instant highlight
on bugs as well as continuous feedback on our product
contributing to the quality of our service.

The results so far are very encouraging.
We contacted 20 000 Russian members,
close to half of them opened the invitation mail,
6 000 clicked and 971 registered to become
a BlaBlaHelper. It has been a success so far
as it shows the engagement of our members
and high sense of belonging to our community.

The Russian peculiarities we had to adapt to were
a huge community, the use of cyrillic, few English
speakers, remote working issues and a specific
Russian tech & legal environment.

What’s next? We are refining our strategy on
BlaBlaHelpers’ acquisition & retention, organizing
a first BlaBlaHelp event in Russia and will continue
scaling BlaBlaHelp to other markets.
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Key Learnings
& Anecdotes

The Team Leading
the Far Eastern BlaBlaHelp

• Empower/ involve your local fan
base (in our case: russian members)
to spread the adoption of your
service faster and to keep your teams
focused on other local particularities.

This has truly been a cross-team effort with our
Community Relations team in Paris and Warsaw,
local Russian team, Marketing team and Tech team.

• Local Community is key (local
people trust local people) whether
it be consolidating your position
in a growing market, or to support
you in an early stage market,
local people, in this case Russian
members, are your best ambassadors.
Involve them!
Here are some numbers on the operation,
for the first batch, we wanted
to target 1 000 recipients and finally
ended up sending our invitation
to 20 000 recipients.
This has been an unexpected success,
leading us to welcome and onboard
971 active and engaged members.
About 87% of the chat requests
are answered within 10 seconds
by our Helpers.

WonderLeon.com

Coline Dutertre
Community Relations Expert

Elina Roetynck
Head of Community Relations

Veronika Moran
Community Relations
Senior Specialist

Polina Yelkina
Community Relations
Associate Manager
Ukraine & Russia
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What do we do?
Talentsoft is the European leader
in cloud-based Talent Management Software.

How to be efficient in your recruiting process?
Be collaborative!
With an average of 30% growth, recruitment of new talent is key for
Talentsoft. Last year, we were in need of 200 new hires for the year...to be
tackled by 3 recruiters only. Moreover, we were mostly looking for rare profiles
(HRIS project managers and product owners) as well as highly coveted ones
(Developers, DevOps, etc.). Our recruiting team was drowning under the
amount of work and needed to find a way to cope quickly.

The Little Stories
Behind the Scaling Story
One example of this situation was the dire need
for Customer Care managers for our team in the
Netherlands. We decided that the best way was to
collaborate more closely with the hiring managers.
We split the profiles into two categories, following
two different recruitment processes: the “Readyto-wear” vs “taylormade” or “haute couture”.
The ready-to-wear was designed for easier-tofill jobs, high-volume ones and internships. In
this process, the manager is in charge of most
of the recruitment steps: profile screening, prequalification calls, setting up the interviews…
and is supported by the HR team for the most
important ones (such as contract negotiation).
Thus, our recruiters saved time and energy and put
their sourcing skills on “taylormade processes”
or “haute couture roles” for high level profiles,
difficult to find.
To facilitate cooperation with the managers and to
empower them, we did an easy choice : use our own
product “Hello Talent”, to share talent pools and
communicate. This solution had several added values:
• Our managers already knew it well and were quick
to adopt it for their own needs,
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• They did not need additional training thanks
to its user-friendly and intuitive features,
• The mobile app allowed the managers to screen
profiles and comment them from anywhere
at any time.
We also created a recruitment toolbox to share
best practices on first contact emails, calls, etc.
And we used gamification to make sure that
everyone would jump on board quickly.
We saw immediate results in the time allocation
for the recruitment team, but also:
• Decrease in time-to-hire, a 50% decrease
in time to fill ready-to-wear jobs. For our team
in the Netherlands, we managed through
this process to hire 5 rare profiles in less than
3 weeks (which would have taken double
the time usually).
• Engaging managers in the recruiting process,
which also meant a better fit for new hires. More
candidates were confirmed after their trial period.
By empowering our hiring managers, we optimized
our recruiting resources and process, but we also
obtained a better candidate experience.

WonderLeon.com

The team behind
the Big Story

Aleksandra Glodowska
Customer Care Representative

Lea Hannibalsen
Customer Care

Rashna Lautan
Customer Care Consultant

Vanidah Mooroogen
Customer Care Consultant

Alexandra Trochet
Customer Care Representative

Jamie Lee Valkenhoff
Customer Care Team Manager

Elodie Colin
Recruiter

Kevin Crenais
Recruitment Apprentice

François Gauthier
Recruiter

Pierre Lucet
Recruiter

WonderLeon.com

Laure Pourageaud
Chief People Experience Officer
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Key Learnings
& Anecdotes
4 values are key at Talentsoft
to engage the international teams
to imagine this solution:
CO-CREATION FIRST because
involving a diverse range of people
leads to innovation. We asked our
international People Team to check
our solution with local managers
in order to adapt it.
BE BOLD because a sound solution
is always better than a perfect plan.
We iterated (continuously) with
the international teams in order
to improve the process.
TEAM CONVERSATION IS OUR
CURRENCY because talking together
and asking for help and ideas is the
best way to get to the bottom
of things quick. The success came
from the changes we made after
having (a lot) discussed with the
People Team.
POSITIVE WORKING EXPERIENCE
FOR ALL because a workplace must
be inclusive and open success
to everyone. We trained the managers
in charge of recruitment on the
“Hello Talent” tool and shared new
ways of working.
Now, we can say that we are proud
because our values are mirrored
within our solutions. The People team
is successful, setting new records,
hiring the right Talentsoftees and
placing them in the right places.
Our own tool is adopted company
wide, identifying best practices
to support our HR strategy. Giving us
the confidence that we can increase
our recruitment capacity wherever
we are implemented.
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If you have the same issue as ours with a high volume
of recruitment in a relatively short period of time,
do not hesitate to involve your managers and go for
the “Ready to Wear” approach.
Why? Because you’ll gain in performance
and efficiency on 5 different points:
• Time-to-fill, as the manager is involved in the
process, the time to fill the position will drop versus
a “traditional” approach. We succeeded to hire 5
profiles in only 3 weeks.
• Time saving, you’ll be able to re-allocate your time
for “top-notch” and “hard to find” profiles,
where recruiters have true expertise.
• Team involvement, your managers will be part and
owner of the process. And they’ll tend to add other
colleagues in the loop to validate the fit with the
applicant, creating a broad engagement of the team.
• Pre-onboarding & integration, this period
does not start from the 1st day of an employee.
The pre-onboarding starts at the first contact with
your company. At the end of the recruitment process
the manager himself will call the candidate.
That’s the first integration step.
• Candidate experience, at the first call,
the candidate talks directly to the manager,
and can ask any question about the position.
That’s something unique to help your employer
branding and improve the candidate experience.
Have you ever tried to catch a purple squirrel with your
bare hands? Note: It is a metaphor used by recruiters to
identify the unrealistic expectations of a hiring manager.
Now imagine catching five of them at the same time.
Well you might need very nice bait to seduce them and
that’s exactly what we did with our job offer.
We decided to go for an offbeat job description with
humor to attract candidates. It makes us different
from our competitors, and moreover it’s a prefilter
for candidates who will fit our culture: two birds
with one stone.

WonderLeon.com

Here are some examples of what we did
to capture candidates’ attention:

“Fasten your seatbelt because you made the right
choice by clicking on us! We prefer to tell you right
away that you can go ahead and close all your opened
LinkedIn, Monster, Stepstone and Indeed tabs
because we can offer you exactly what you’ve been
looking for”

“You must have a Rubik’s Cube
(problem solver!)”

“You must master Windows 98
(*joke*)”

WonderLeon.com
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What do we do?
We’re a cloud-based knowledge transfer solution built to empower your
employees to collaborate, communicate and be more productive.

Onboarding a new team
9000 Kms away
SpeachMe was created in 2012. At the end of 2017, we raised 10 million euros
to develop operations in the US and open a US office from scratch…fast!
Onboarding a new team 9000 Kms away in one week: challenge accepted!
6 members of the FR team, from strategic departments (Customer Success,
Sales, Marketing), flew to Los Angeles for a week of training, having
inspirational talks, co-creating sessions and doing team building.

Step #1: Intensive onboarding
week in Los Angeles
facilitated by 6 members
of the FR team

Step #6: Managing 9hr-time
difference with collaborative
tools including Google
Hangout-and also all the
Speach created through
our internal platform, we
managed to spread all key
information.
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Step #2: During the onboarding week, building
team cohesion between FR and US teams was key

Step #3: Setting up our
offices at WeWork Santa
Monica

The Little Stories
Behind the Scaling Story

Step #5: Strategic operations
moving to LA with CEO,
Najette Fellache

Step #4: Offsite to co-create
the local strategy
WonderLeon.com

Key Learnings
& Anecdotes

The Team Leading
our Californian Adventure

• Set up your onboarding session early
on (in the first month of recruitment).
• Choose your key people
who facilitate the training.
• Allow formal and informal
bonding time.
• Don’t neglect preparation
(including food!) and what happens
next (off-site, strategy, collaborative
tools, weekly meetings).

Najette Fellache
CEO

Kader Garnier
COO, based in the US

Charline Auguste
Head of Customer
Experience

Marlène Vignihouse
Marketing Team Lead

Alexandre Marcy
Customer Success
Team Lead

Matthew Crawshaw
Pre-sales Engineer

Robyn Ezersky
Customer Success Manager

Florence Navarro
Customer Success Manager, US

• Adapting your management to
the American culture is a MUST
(providing feedback-home officestarting the day very early to be able
to leave the office early too).
• It is impossible to copycat the success
story from one country to another.
During our onboarding week in LA, we
organized a game where everyone was
asked to put a fun fact about themselves
in a hat and then each person picked
a paper and had to guess who
it belonged to.
Here are some interesting ones
to share with you:
• Kader, our COO used to watch
Michael Jordan’s games before
a big exam for motivation.
• Charline, our Head of Customer
Experience in France, pretended
to everyone for years at school
that she had a twin cousin.
• Calvin, our VP of Customer Success
in LA, was a shepherd for a few
months in Pakistan.

A story shared
by Khadija Mekkaoui
EMEA Talent Acquisition
Manager

WonderLeon.com
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The
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This event was organized
thanks to the support
of our partners

Follow us on social media
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PROGRAM INFO: Manon Rouchayrole
manon.rouchayrole@wonderleon.com
PRESS: Clémentine Colombani
ccolombani@agencecle.fr
+33(0) 9 72 65 53 94
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